CROSSWORD
No. 15,468 Set by LOROSO

ACROSS
1 Container I ask you to fill in medical examination (5,3)
6 Nasty irritation, according to nurses (6)
9 Broadcaster apparently bagged small job? (3,3)
10 Rosberg can finally see something in smoke (8)
11 Spiritual piece that man heard (4)
12 She is a sort to go flying (3,7)
14 People come out in retreat, finding monster (8)
16 What cows go through, initially open (4)
18 Magnificent ground (4)
19 Pen a final ditty? (4,4)
21 Order tank to carry spies (10)
22 Stop rather short (4)
24 Murderer, about 25, liquidated (6,2)
26 A new cook made fillet (6)
27 Sister loves talent shows (6)
28 Underwear that is put on last? (8)

DOWN
2 Roman author’s home on board ferry? (5)
3 Plug lead – something to fix in upgrade (11)
4 Heartlessly ensnare many a whale (8)
5 Spooner’s “inn loaf” must be cooked ham (3-12)
6 Call a stream “flowing” (6)
7 The only thing monogrammed for baby (3)
8 Simply leaves (5,4)
13 XXXX part of Manhattan (5,6)
15 Murder sounds good to me in lift (9)
17 State finance (8)
20 Through speech, control wedding (6)
23 Kill province’s rebellious tribe (5)
25 Heading off to cabin (3)

Solution 15,467